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NATIONAL PLAN / PLATFORM OPEN SCIENCE (NPOS)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Plan signed on February 9th 2017 (published on www.openscience.nl)
Signatories chairs of ~10 science organisations (VSNU, NFU, NWO, KNAW etc)
Themes 1) open access; 2) open data; 3) rewards; 4) support
Theme groups prepare recommendations and actions
Platform & Secretariat coordinate
Steering group provides governance
National Coordinator Karel Luyben
5th Theme Citizen Science

National Platform Open Science
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EU POLICY BACKGROUND – PIVOTAL YEAR 2016
•
•
•
•

Dutch Presidency EU Open Science Conference (4-5- April 2016)
Commissioner Moedas Open innovation, Open science, Open to the world (May 2016)
Amsterdam Call for Action on Open Science
Council of the European Union (May 2016)
• Council conclusions on the transition towards an Open Science system,
adopted by the Council at its 3470th meeting held on 27 May 2016

• High Level Expert Group on the European Open Science Cloud
• Realizing the European Open Science Cloud (October 2016)

• Open Science Policy Platform (2016-2018)
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HIGH LEVEL EXPERT GROUP ON EOSC

“The European Open Science Cloud (EOSC) aims to accelerate and support the current
transition to more effective Open Science and Open Innovation in the Digital Single
Market. It should enable trusted access to services, systems and the re-use of shared
scientific data across disciplinary, social and geographical borders. This report
approaches the EOSC as a federated environment for scientific data sharing and reuse, based on existing and emerging elements in the Member States, with light-weight
international guidance and governance, and a large degree of freedom regarding
practical implementation.”
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EOSC roadmap 2018-2020
May 2018

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.

From Vision to Action
Current situation: analysis per country and by key discipline
Stakeholder consultation
Possible models for the EOSC
EOSC 'federated' model: six lines of action of the implementation Roadmap
Costs and financing of the EOSC: preliminary reflections

A. The EOSC will allow for universal access to data and a new
level playing field for EU researchers
o

Easy
access
through
a
universal access point for ALL
European researchers

o

Cross-disciplinary access
data unleashes potential
interdisciplinary research

Researcher

1.Access to all European research data
2.Access to world-class data services
3.Clear rules of use and service provision
4.FAIR data tools, training and standards
5.Sustainable after the grant

CERN, EMBL,
ELIXIR, etc.

Institutional
repository

Member State
Infrastructure

New provider/
service

o Services
and
data
interoperable (FAIR data)

to
of

are

o

Data funded with public money
is in principle open (as open as
possible,
as
closed
as
necessary)

o

EOSC will help increase
recognition of data intensive
research and data science

Seamless environment, enabling interdisciplinary research
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B. Member States are already working on services and policies
to enable OS!
Policies or overall strategies to support scientific data infrastructures for
dissemination are defined at the national level?
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Are further measures, projects or other incentives at national level (e.g.
national funding) in place to develop cloud services and ensure
interoperability of existing e-infrastructures?

No
Yes
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C: 1 ST AND 2 ND EOSC SUMMITS, JUNE 2017 AND 2018, BRUSSELS
1st
• Data culture & data stewardship
• FAIR Data principles
• Research data infrastructures and services
• Funding & governance
• HPC, big data and super connectivity
2nd
• Meeting of the 'coalition of doers‘ demonstrating a continued and
consolidated support in building up EOSC, and to reflect on
achievements and progress one year later.
• Launch of the consultation on the Draft Rules of Participation of EOSC
and Draft FAIR Data Action Plan
3rd ………..

D. Federated model
A pan-European federation of data infrastructures built around a federating core and providing
access to a wide range of publicly funded services supplied at national, regional and institutional
levels, and to complementary commercial services.
1. Federating existing resources (data infrastructures) under guidance of a common governance framework.
2. Offering a universal entry point ('EOSC portal') but not exclusive of other access channels.
3. Developing common specifications and tools to make data FAIR, solutions to ensure legal compliance (in part.
GDPR and cybersecurity laws), adoption of existing or new schemes to certify data repositories and service providers as
FAIR-compliant.
4. Providing non-discriminatory access to common core services and to building blocks for developing new, added
value services.
5. Agreeing on possible mechanisms for cost recovery on cross-border access and facilitating joint procurement,
integration of services as well as development of new services.
6. Ensuring long term sustainability of the federating core via the governance framework.
7. Identifying duplications and monitoring actual use, to foster economies of scale/scope.
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E: A RESEARCHER WILL FIND FIVE TYPES OF SERVICES IN THE EOSC:
1. Identification and authentication, and an access point and routing system towards the
resources of the EOSC
2. A protected & personalised work environment/space (e.g. logbook, settings, compliance
record and pending issues)
3. Access to relevant information (e.g. status of EOSC, list of infrastructures, policy-related
information, compliance framework) and specific guidelines (e.g. how to make data FAIR,
certify a repository or service, procure joint services)
4. Services to find, access, store, re-use and analyse (e.g. analytics, data merge/fusion,
mining) the data generated by others, catalogued appropriately
5. Services to make their own data FAIR, to store them and ensure long-term preservation


Researchers would NOT have to pay for most services under 1, 2, 3 & 4, but may need cofunding via a grant or other mechanism for services under 4 & 5 (especially when big data is
involved, customization required or great computation power).
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F: CONSIDERATIONS OF COSTS OF THE EOSC:

The costs will be marginally higher that resources already earmarked by Member States and the
Commission in support for responsible data management
 Need for a proper baseline, which is the projection of the costs of the current situation:
 the current running costs of research data infrastructures and data management across
Europe
 costs of aligning, federating and integrating research data infrastructures at a national
level and/or at the level of individual disciplines.
 Cost of making data FAIR
 The real cost of EOSC - of ensuring that these upgrades happen in a coordinated and
consistent way at European level
 Initially a cost (but should be seen as an investment). Costs are expected to vary,
depending on the existing readiness of data infrastructures at various MS.
 Later on – operational cost savings as economies of scale and scope occur.
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EOSC: PLUG & PLAY OR CONNECT & CRY?

National Platform Open Science
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PERSONAL OBSERVATIONS
• A lot has happened since “pivotal year 2016”
• The Netherlands seems to be in some sort of lead (EOSC secretariat,
governance board?)
• EOSC currently underrepresented in NPOS – but Theme 2 Open Data will
catch up. Large differences between scientific disciplines.
• What EOSC is, can be and should not be is open – and that is probably OK
• “The internet is transforming the nature of our collective intelligence and
how we understand the world” – really?
• We need more good practices of multidisciplinary open data discoveries
(for instance ODISSEE, personal health / farm train)

Thank you
erik.van.de.linde@knaw.nl
melle.de.vries@knaw.nl

